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Greater San Diego Association of REALTORS® and Real Estate 
Economist Alan Nevin Provide First Quarter Market and 

Coronavirus Update 
 
SAN DIEGO (April 22, 2020) – Through its partnership with Alan Nevin, a local San Diego 
demographic and real estate economist, the Greater San Diego Association of REALTORS® 
(SDAR) has released a first quarter 2020 economic report including the impact and outlook of the 
COVID-19 impact on real estate.  
 
Nevin provides the Association and MLS members with monthly and quarterly updates outlining 
the market conditions and trends for San Diego County. With the fast-moving news during this 
health crisis, he has included insights on the coronavirus impact on the local real estate market.   
 
In his recent report, Nevin notes that home sales in March 2020 almost matched March 2019, and 
home closings in the first three months of the year were ahead of last year. Nevin shared,  
“It is certainly true that we are going through a difficult period in our economy, but the continued 
growth of San Diego County results in a continuing demand for home ownership.” 
 
Nevin also highlighted that demand for homes remains high, with the days on the market until 
closing averaging 26 days, compared to 35 days in 2019 for detached homes, and 24 days, 
compared to 35 days in 2019 for attached homes. Inventory of homes for sale and months’ supply 
of inventory declined significantly, which Nevin points out is good for home sellers.   
 
In the past, Nevin provided advice for real estate professionals: “This virus is not going away 
anytime soon; therefore, it is imperative that you develop new, different and inventive strategies to 
sell your product. The demand is there; you just need to access it effectively.” 
 
To read more and download the full report, click here.  
 
With over 40 years of experience, Nevin holds a master’s degree in Statistical Research from 
Stanford University, as well as MBA and bachelor’s degrees from American University. He serves 
the development, investment, legal, and public agency communities with residential and 
commercial real estate valuation, feasibility, and real estate advisory services.  
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The Greater San Diego Association of REALTORS® is the largest trade association in San Diego County and one of the 
largest local REALTOR® associations in California. We help our members, who adhere to a code of ethics and 
professional standards, sell more homes. We also help people realize the dream of home ownership, and we are 
dedicated to protecting private property rights. You can follow SDAR on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and LinkedIn. 
 


